Generation of recombinant adenovirus vector with infectious adenoviral genome released from cosmid-based vector by simple procedure allowing complex manipulation.
To perform the complex manipulation of the adenoviral genome for the construction of recombinant adenovirus vectors, we developed a cosmid vector (pacad1A) from which an infectious E1 and E3-deleted adenoviral genome can be released with PacI digestion. The cosmid vector, pacad1A, has unique restriction enzyme sites that are created for the insertion of foreign genes into the deleted E1 or E3 region of the adenoviral genome. To demonstrate the feasibility of the construction of adenovirus vectors with our developed vector, we showed that a recombinant adenovirus bearing a self-contained tetracycline-regulated expression system could be generated by transfection of cells with an infectious adenoviral genome that was released from pacad1A-derived plasmid DNA. The recombinant adenovirus vector was obtained easily by this method, and the expression of a transgene was proved to be regulated with tetracycline in CHO-K1 cells.